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Abstract
Background: Although of great interest and suggested in
prior reports, possible -synuclein (SNCA) gene-environment interactions have not been well investigated in humans. Methods: We used a population-based approach to
examine whether the risk of Parkinson’s disease (PD) depended on the combined presence of SNCA variations and
two important environmental factors, pesticide exposures
and smoking. Results/Conclusions: Similar to recent metaand pooled analyses, our data suggest a lower PD risk in subjects who were either homozygous or heterozygous for the
SNCA REP1 259 genotype, and a higher risk in subjects who
were either homozygous or heterozygous for the REP1 263
genotype, especially among subjects with an age of onset
^68 years. More importantly, while analyses of interactions
were limited by small cell sizes, risk due to SNCA variations
seemed to vary with pesticide exposure and smoking, especially in younger onset cases, suggesting an age-of-onset effect.
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Introduction

Abnormal aggregation of the -synuclein protein, a
major component of Lewy bodies and a hallmark of Parkinson’s disease (PD), is believed to be a critical step in
the molecular pathogenesis of the disease [1]. Multiplications of the -synuclein gene (SNCA) have been seen in
familial PD [2], and functional data demonstrate that
SNCA expression varies across different alleles of the
dinucleotide repeat sequence (REP1) within the SNCA
promoter [3]. Several single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and haplotypes in the SNCA promoter have also
been shown to be associated with risk of sporadic PD [4],
and increasing REP1 length is associated with an increased risk of PD [5, 6], as well as possibly with a decrease
in age of PD onset [5]. Multiple lines of evidence point to
pesticide exposures as possible contributors to the pathogenesis of idiopathic PD; many epidemiological studies
have separately reported associations between pesticide
exposure in general, rural living, farming, and the development of PD [7]. We have previously shown that ambient
exposure to a combination of paraquat and maneb pesticides increases the risk of developing PD (especially
for younger onset cases) [8], that exposure to pesticides
through consumption of potentially contaminated well
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water increases PD risk [9], and that genetic variability in
the dopamine transporter gene interacts with pesticide
exposures to further increase PD risk [10]. -Synuclein
transgenic mouse models demonstrate exacerbated neuropathology when exposed to paraquat [11] or maneb and
paraquat combined [12]. While it is generally recognized
that multiple insults likely contribute to the occurrence
of PD in humans, only one published epidemiologic study
to date investigated possible SNCA-pesticide interactions, and this study relied on retrospective self-reports
of pesticide exposure [13]. In addition, results from a recent study suggest that smoking may be an important
modifying factor of the SNCA REP1-PD association [14].
In contrast to previous studies, our population-based
case-control study of PD estimated long-term pesticide
exposure from agricultural applications in rural counties
of California’s Central Valley using a geographic information system approach that integrates unique statemandated pesticide use reports (PUR) and land use data.
Here, we examine whether the presence of SNCA variations interact with two recognized environmental risk
factors, pesticide exposure and smoking, to influence the
risk of developing PD.

dian including no exposure was considered low/no exposure.
Genomic DNA was extracted from a blood or buccal sample
provided by participants and SNCA REP1 allele-length variants
[^259 bp (‘short’), 261 bp, 6263 bp (‘long’)] were genotyped using PCR with forward and reverse primers. We also genotyped
DNA for two SNCA SNPs previously shown to be associated with
PD [6]: rs356165 (in coding region) and rs2583988 (in promoter
region) using ABI Taqman. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was
verified for the two SNPs in PD cases and control subjects using
2 tests.
Following the work of previous investigators [5, 6], we assumed
a dominant inheritance model, and used multivariable unconditional logistic regression methods to assess main effects of REP1
allele-length variant genotypes. We calculated odds ratios (ORs)
and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) comparing the 259 or 263
REP1 variants to other genotypes adjusting for self-reported age
(continuous), sex, education (!12 years, 12 years, 112 years), race/
ethnicity (White, non-White), family history of PD (first-degree
relative with PD: yes/no) and smoking (never, former, current). We
used stratified analyses to evaluate associations within subgroups
of sex, smoking (ever, never), family history of PD, and age at diagnosis to distinguish younger versus older onset PD (^68 years,
1 68 years) using the median age in cases as a cut-point so as to
maximize our statistical efficiency and as previously used in the
meta-analysis [6] (we did not have enough very young onset cases,
i.e. age ^50 years, to explore a younger age cut-off used by Kay et
al. [5]). To further examine gene-environment interactions between paraquat exposure and REP1 genetic variants, we conducted stratified analyses by age at PD onset. All analyses used SAS
version 9.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, N.C., USA).

Materials and Methods
Included in the following analyses were 333 incident idiopathic PD cases from three rural California counties (Kern, Tulare,
Fresno) enrolled in the Parkinson’s Environment Gene (PEG)
Study [15] who were recruited within 3 years of first diagnosis and
for whom our UCLA movement disorder specialists confirmed
PD diagnoses; 336 population controls were randomly selected
from the same tri-county area using Medicare or residential parcels records. All subjects provided informed consent, and the
study was approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.
Trained interviewers blinded to case/control status conducted
structured telephone interviews to obtain demographics, lifetime
address histories, and other risk factor information including
smoking behavior from study participants.
We employed a validated geographic information systembased exposure assessment tool to estimate ambient pesticide exposure within 500 m of subjects’ homes resulting from pesticide
applications to agricultural crops [16]. We combined geocoded
lifetime address data of participants, historical PUR data collected by the California Department of Pesticide Regulation since
1974, and land use data (to determine locations of pesticide application more precisely [17, 18]) to estimate ambient exposure for
all historical residential addresses reported from 1974 to 1999, the
period prior to PD onset and covered by the PUR data. We
summed pesticide applications (pounds per acre applied within a
500-meter buffer zone) at residences across the 26-year period to
calculate the cumulative total for ambient paraquat exposure for
each subject. Exposure to paraquat at or above the median value
in the control population was considered high, and below the me-
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Results

Study participants were predominantly White (n =
583, 87.1%), over the age of 65 years (n = 443, 66.2%), and
without a family history of PD (n = 532, 79.5%). Cases
were slightly older than controls, more likely to be male,
had completed fewer years of education, and were more
likely to have never smoked cigarettes. We did not find
any associations between genotypes of the two SNCA
SNPs and PD in our study (data not shown).
Similar to the previous meta- and pooled analyses [5,
6], we found that subjects who were either homozygous
or heterozygous for the REP1 259 genotype exhibited a
slightly lower risk of developing PD compared to carriers
of all other REP1 genotypes, while subjects who were either homozygous or heterozygous for the REP1 263 genotype exhibited a slightly increased risk of PD (table 1).
While our effect estimates were similar in magnitude to
those reported in the meta-analysis for Caucasians, due
to our smaller sample size, the 95% CIs for our estimates
included the null value of 1. Also similar to prior studies,
we observed a stronger association among those with
younger onset PD (^68 years of age in our study). We
Gatto /Rhodes /Manthripragada /
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Table 1. Results from adjusted logistic regression models

Sample or stratum

Cases/controls

Maraganore et al. [6] meta-analysis; all subjects
Kay et al. [5] pooled analysis; all subjects
PEG study [15]; all subjects
Caucasians only
Family history
Negative
Positive
Male
Female
Age of onset
≤68 years
>68 years
Never smokers
Ever smokers

OR (95% CI)
259/259 or 259/X vs. X/X

263/263 or 263/X vs. X/X

2,686/2,454
1,779/2,079
333/336
290/293

0.85 (0.76–0.96)
0.83 (0.72–0.95)
0.93 (0.66–1.29)
0.93 (0.65–1.31)

1.44 (1.21–1.70)
1.23 (1.01–1.51)
1.26 (0.78–2.04)
1.50 (0.87–2.56)

285/247
48/33
184/169
149/167

0.86 (0.60–1.22)
1.73 (0.64–4.69)
0.81 (0.51–1.27)
1.10 (0.67–1.81)

1.43 (0.85–2.39)
0.48 (0.10–2.25)
1.14 (0.58–2.25)
1.25 (0.61–2.58)

144/168
189/168
125/100
208/236

0.95 (0.57–1.58)
0.87 (0.55–1.37)
0.91 (0.50–1.65)
0.97 (0.65–1.45)

2.26 (1.04–4.91)
0.87 (0.46–1.64)
2.81 (1.10–7.16)
0.88 (0.49–1.58)

X/X represents any other genotype. OR adjusted for age (continuous), sex, education (<12, 12 or >12 years), race (White/non-White),
smoking status (former, current or never), and family history (positive/negative in a first-degree relative) when not a stratifying variable.

Table 2. Results from adjusted logistic regression models stratified by paraquat exposure and age of onset
Genotype

Paraquat exposure – cases/controls, OR (95% CI)1
low/no

259/259 or 259/X
vs. X/X
263/263 or 263/X
vs. X/X

106/131
104/105
31/29
179/207

high
0.77 (0.51–1.15)

72/49
51/51
18/13
105/87

1.22 (0.68–2.18)

1.35 (0.74–2.46)
1.45 (0.59–3.59)

Age of onset – cases/controls, OR (95% CI)2
≤68 years
259/259 or 259/X
vs. X/X
263/263 or 263/X
vs. X/X

41/66
47/50
15/13
73/103

>68 years
0.67 (0.36–1.24)
1.68 (0.69–4.08)

65/65
57/55
16/16
106/104

≤68 years
0.89 (0.53–1.51)
0.89 (0.41–1.93)

37/26
19/26
9/4
47/48

>68 years
1.96 (0.81–4.76)
3.15 (0.74–13.37)

35/23
32/25
9/9
58/39

0.87 (0.37–2.06)
0.84 (0.27–2.62)

X/X represents any other genotype.
1
Adjusted for age (continuous), sex, education (<12, 12 or >12 years), race (White/non-White), smoking status (former, current or never), and family
history (positive/negative in a first-degree relative).
2
Adjusted for age (continuous), sex, and smoking status (former, current or never).

observed little indication of either a gender-specific or
family history-specific effect, although our study has too
few subjects with a positive family history to be informative. Consistent with prior work [14], we observed an increase in risk of PD (OR 2.81, 95% CI 1.10–7.16) for never
smokers carrying the 263 allele repeat, while a history of

smoking seemed to reverse the direction of the effect associated with this repeat (p-interaction = 0.06).
When combined with a high level of paraquat exposure, the normally protective SNCA 259 allele was unexpectedly associated with an increased risk of PD (p-interaction = 0.10) (table 2). When stratifying by both para-
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quat exposure level and age of PD onset, our results
suggest that the association is due to an increased risk
in subjects with disease onset at or prior to age 68 years
(OR = 3.15, 95% CI 0.74–13.37). In fact, for subjects with
disease onset after age 68 years, our data suggest little to
no effect for either the SNCA 263 repeat allele or paraquat
exposure (table 2). Exploration of joint effects for exposure to both maneb and paraquat and variations in the
SNCA gene were precluded by the small numbers of subjects available for these analyses.

Discussion

In summary, our data agree with previous meta- and
pooled analysis results suggesting that a shorter repeat
length SNCA REP1 genotype (indicated by ^259 in our
study) may protect against PD, while the longer repeat
length REP1 genotype (6263) confers an increased risk
for PD, particularly for younger onset cases. Our data
strongly support a previous observation of a smokingSNCA interaction [14], such that never smokers who also
carry at least one copy of the 263 repeat length genotype
are at an increased risk of developing PD. In our population, the majority of subjects were exposed to agricultural pesticides, and our data suggest that the protective effect of the shorter REP1 repeat length polymorphism may
be lost in the presence of pesticide exposure, and that the
longer REP1 genotype may increase susceptibility to pesticide exposures and contribute to an increased PD risk
in younger onset cases. Our analyses are based on small
numbers of subjects categorized as younger onset who

carried the 263 repeat polymorphism and who were highly exposed to paraquat (9 cases and 4 controls with onset
^68 years). Thus, our finding should be re-examined in
larger studies that include a greater number of pesticideexposed subjects who also carry rare SNCA REP1 alleles.
A strength of our study compared to previous work examining SNCA-pesticide interactions [13] is the availability of accurate long-term historical pesticide use data.
Our results speak not only to the importance of valid exposure data, but also to the necessity of large well-characterized samples of exposed populations for informative
investigations of gene-environment interactions. Our
findings highlight the multi-factorial nature of PD etiology, as demonstrated here particularly for younger onset
cases for whom exposure to high levels of pesticides seems
to modify genetic susceptibility, such that environmental
insults may contribute to an even greater PD risk among
risk allele carriers, and diminish or negate advantages in
carriers of protective alleles. This cautions against the naïve interpretation of genetic analyses across populations
with heterogeneous exposures – that the effect of an allele
seen in one population might not be found in another due
to the interplay of such genes with a complex environment.
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